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Philadelphia: the city of brotherly love, and my home for the
next nine months.  Brotherly love, however, will be in short
supply come November 4th when American citizens head to the
polls in the most historic presidential election ever.

The first black president?  The oldest president?  The first female
vice-president?  These precedents only make the election race more
fraught – particularly here in Pennsylvania.  Although the keystone
state has voted Democrat in every presidential election since 1992, the
fact that the PA primary went Hilary Clinton’s way has given rival
Republicans more than hope.  In a swing state such as this there is
everything to play for.

“I’m John McCain/Barack Obama and I approve this message.”
This and similar sound-bites follow you as you do your shopping in the
local grocers; greet you as you turn on the TV. The election coverage
is all-consuming.  Cable news channels devote round-the-clock
schedules to the election campaign – if it’s not Democrat, Republican
or Wall Street, you won’t find it here.  

The urgency of the campaign is everywhere – and this includes
the University of Pennsylvania’s urban campus.

“Are you registered to vote on campus?” is the line ringing in
students’ ears as they make their way to and from class, back from the
dining hall, begrudgingly to the library.  Penn Dems and Penn For
McCain don’t waste their time between lectures chatting over coffee or
cramming for a quiz; they are out there on the street corners, shouting
hoarse at passing students.  They have to.  In 2008, every vote counts
- and American students are intent on taking their constitutional right
all the way to the ballot box this November.  Bright blue ‘Barack the
Vote’ t-shirts have become ubiquitous on the leafy walkways, while a
‘John McCain’ pin-badge can be found sitting subtly on a rucksack
pocket.  Classes entitled “Who Gets Elected and Why?” and “US
Elections” filled up fast at the start of the semester. Even the
university bookstore is in on the act, with a sign proclaiming ”The
choice is yours” next to a table filled with books on Obama and
McCain, Democrats and Republicans.  It’s hard to imagine the same
fervour being applied to a Brown vs.  Cameron match.

Traditionally, bringing up politics while in company is a bad idea,
but with less than a month to go, political etiquette is out the window
as far as Penn students are concerned.  Whether there’s emphatic
agreement or firm but friendly defence of one’s views, it’s all on the
table – the dining hall table that is.

“I’m pretty confident Obama’s going to win,” states first year
student Nina Zhu.  “I saw him speak live in Connecticut actually, and
there were all ages, all races, in that one single place.  There’s a lot of
diversity in the US and he’s the type of person we need at this time,
with the war in Iraq and the war on terror.  He can inspire people.
What’s important for me is that Barack can unify the country.  McCain
can’t.”
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Fellow first year Bronwyn Koehl doesn’t quite share the same
view – she is, after all, siding with McCain.  “Being a Republican in
college is kind of like being a secret agent, and you can’t tell anyone
until you’re sure you can trust them!” she laughs.

One issue in particular that’s got both sides of the divide going is
the choice of Sarah Palin as the Republican vice-presidential
candidate.  “I’m unsure whether Palin was quite the best choice,”
muses Bronwyn.  “My main argument against Obama is that he’s
inexperienced and makes a lot of empty promises because he doesn’t
know how they would work out in the real world – but now because
McCain has a young, inexperienced vice-president it allows the
opposition to blow holes in his argument.”   

Nina also has her reservations.  “It scares me that she could be

president.  She doesn’t know anything about politics, she dodges
questions.  It insults me that McCain chose Palin as a ‘woman.’” 

For a while it seemed as if the choice of hockey-mom governor
Sarah Palin as McCain’s running mate had made a permanent dent in
the points race – she reinvigorated the Republican party base and
appealed to the just-like-you sentiment that attracts many main street
Americans – but the gap has closed again.  

Now that the Palin phenomenon is losing its shine, the polls are as
close as ever.  One day Obama leads; the next it’s all change.  Debate
season has just arrived, and time is running out for America to decide.
Come November 4th, which students will be celebrating?  The blue
Obama shirts, or the red McCain badges?

    


